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Hado Labs releases Snowflakes 1.0 for iPad with Retina display
Published on 11/20/12
Seattle-based Hado Labs today introduces Snowflakes 1.0, an elegant new entertainment app
developed for iPad. Independently engineered and artistically designed, Snowflakes
generates more than 9,000 unique and beautifully realistic snowflakes, with intricate
ice-like structural details. Easily create single snowflakes with three levels of detail
or layer multiple snowflakes to build rich textural effects. Save your compositions to
your iPad or share instantly via Facebook, Twitter or email.
Seattle, Washington - Hado Labs today is thrilled to introduce Snowflakes 1.0, an elegant
new entertainment app developed for iPad with Retina display. Independently engineered and
artistically designed, Snowflakes generates more than 9,000 unique and beautifully
realistic snowflakes, with intricate ice-like structural details. With the touch of a
finger, you can create single snowflakes with three levels of detail or layer multiple
snowflakes to build rich textural effects. Save your high-resolution snowflake
compositions to your iPad or share instantly via email, Facebook or Twitter.
?
design engine, which renders the skeletal, ice-like structure of snowflakes with ethereal
realism. No other app on the market produces such intricate, realistic snowflakes.
In Single mode, create up to 9,621 single snowflakes with three levels of detail. Multiple
background effects and millions of color choices infinitely increase the design
possibilities. Multi mode allows the possibility to layer snowflakes in multiple size and
color combinations to create complex textural compositions. Move, scale and view snowflake
designs in full 2048x1536 Retina display.
Use your high-resolution Snowflake compositions in your holiday greetings by saving them
to your iPad, or share your images instantly with your friends via email, Facebook and
Twitter.
Snowflakes features:
* Elegant, intuitive interface
* Two drawing modes: Single mode or Multi mode
* Create up to 9,621 unique snowflakes in Single mode
* Build rich textural effects with layers of snowflakes in Multi mode
* Scale and move snowflakes with the touch of a finger
* Select from 15 different backgrounds
* Create millions of custom colors
* Up to 10 levels of Undo
* Erase feature
* View stunning details with iPad's 2048x1536 Retina display.
* Save high-resolution images to your iPad
* Share instantly via email, Facebook or Twitter
Device Requirements:
* Requires iPad with iOS 6.0 or later
* 28.3 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Snowflakes 1.0 is currently $2.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and
available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Entertainment category.
Snowflakes 1.0:
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http://HadoLabs.com
Purchase and Download:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/snowflakes-by-hado-labs/id578505543
YouTube Video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OF1fiFLYpLk&list=HL1353393957
Screenshot:
http://a28.phobos.apple.com/us/r1000/094/Purple/v4/9e/14/0e/9e140e79-c3b0-f403-9c93-1e09
0e0b607f/mzl.yrzbufcf.480x480-75.jpg
App Icon:
http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/084/Purple/v4/dd/8c/b6/dd8cb637-cca5-d187-24aa-895aba186
619/mzl.rnvrgwbc.175x175-75.jpg
Press Kit (zip):
http://hadolabs.com/images/covers/Screen_Shots.zip

Based in Seattle, Hado Labs is a collaboration between software engineer Matt Branthwaite
and artist Catherine Hubert. Catherine is also the artist behind the highly-rated
kaleidoscopic app Annamika by studioFROBEL. Copyright (c) 2012 Hado Labs, LLC. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple
Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
###
Catherine Hubert
Artist and Co-founder
catherine@hadolabs.com
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